WORLD VOICE DAY 2011
@ THE UNIVERSITY OF MACAU

Location: University of Macau, Room HG03
Organisers: Department of Portuguese (FSH)

Morning

9.30  OPENING CEREMONY

10.00  Opening debate
Diogo Alvim (lecturer), Rosa Serrano (journalist)

10.10  Voice standards
José António Peres de Sousa (otorhinolaryngologist)

11.00  TEA BREAK

11.20  Voice and emotion: Social-cultural aspects
Ana Nunes (Professor, researcher in phonetics)

12.00  Multidisciplinary speech and voice research at University of Aveiro: From basic research to applications
António Teixeira (Professor, researcher in speech synthesis)

13.00  LUNCH BREAK

Afternoon

14.30  Voice protection and vocal hygiene
Tommy Yan Kam Sum (speech therapist)

15.10  The voice’s speech
Jorge Silva (journalist)

15.50  TEA BREAK
Including practical demonstration of the electroglottograph (device to verify the vibration of the vocal folds)

16.15  Voices on stage: Speaking and singing
Katrine Wong (Professor, researcher in theatrical music)

17.00  The singing voice and the importance of vocal technique
Terence Murphy (baritone)

17.40  CLOSING CEREMONY
18.00  **Closing recital**
      Terence Murphy (baritone)